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The deaf children in our study had hearing parents who elected to educate them by the oral method (1). We reported earlier (2) that, although these children had not been exposed to conventional sign language, they were able to develop a gestural communication system with some of the observed properties of early child language: consistent ordering of elements (the placement of words, or gestures, for certain semantic elements in the placement of words, or gestures, for certain semantic elements in a sentence more often than for other semantic elements) (4); and recursion (the concatenation of more than one proposition within a sentence) (5). Thus it appeared that they were able to develop a structured and productive communication system without a conventional linguistic model.

It was possible, however, that the children's hearing parents influenced the structure of this gestural system. We investigated two likely parental influences on the child's system: modeling, where the child learns the structure of his or her gestures, either by imitation or induction, from the structure of the parents' gestures; and shaping, where the structure in the child's gestures is reinforced by differential parental responses.

To determine whether the deaf children in our study might merely be imitating an adult's gestures, we videotaped four of the children and their mothers during play sessions. We classified the children's gestures as (i) spontaneous, if they were not preceded by parental gesture or were different from the parent's immediately preceding gestures, or (ii) imitated, if they were exact or partial imitations of the parent's immediately preceding gestures. Imitated gestures were found to be infrequent: 2 percent (1 of 58) of Karen's gestures, 5 percent (7 of 144) of Marvin's, 7 percent (7 of 93) of Abe's, and none (0 of 27) of Mildred's.

We next considered the possibility that the children induced a structure from their parents' gestures. We noted at the outset that gesture, not speech, was the children's primary means of communicating (only 1 to 4 percent of the children's communications contained meaningful speech); the mothers communicated by both gesture and speech (83 to 96 percent of the mothers' communications contained speech). Despite the fact that for a hearing person gesture and speech might form an integrated communication system, we chose to analyze mothers' communications from what we took to be their deaf children's point of view and therefore included only the mothers' gestures in our analyses (6).

The gestures of six deaf children and their mothers were transcribed according to a system developed earlier (2, 7).

Table 1. Complex sign sentences produced by six deaf children of hearing parents and their mothers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child</th>
<th>Age (months)</th>
<th>Session first observed</th>
<th>Complex sign sentences</th>
<th>Total sign sentences</th>
<th>Complex sign sentences</th>
<th>Total sign sentences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Child</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David</td>
<td>34 to 44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>88*</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvin</td>
<td>35 to 50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>38†</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen</td>
<td>37 to 50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31‡</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis</td>
<td>26 to 30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4§</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abe</td>
<td>27 to 45</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>45§†</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mildred</td>
<td>16 to 44</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11§†</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Chi-squares were performed by comparing each child's complex sign sentences to those of his mother. χ²(1) = 5.62, P < 0.02; χ²(1) = 3.79, P = 0.10. †χ²(1) = 2.87, P < 0.10. ‡Dennis's mother produced nine sign sentences but none was complex. §χ²(1) = 8.06, P < 0.01. ¶χ²(1) = 5.12, P < 0.05.

Reliability—agreement between two coders in independently noting and segmenting individual gestures and assigning them to semantic categories—ranged from 93 to 100 percent. Two types of indicative signs were coded: deictic signs (pointing gestures which indicated objects) and characterizing signs (gestures whose forms were temporarily related to the actions they represented—for example, a closed fist bobbed near the mouth to characterize the act of eating). Deictic and characterizing signs could be concatenated to form simple sign sentences that conveyed one proposition (for example, gestures for “jar twist,” indicating that the jar (object acted upon, or “patient” in the linguist's terminology) had been twisted open (act)); or complex sign sentences that conveyed at least two propositions (for example, "jar twist blow," a request that the jar (patient) be twisted open (act) and bubbles be blown (act); see 8).

We stress that we use linguistic terms such as sentence loosely and only to suggest that the deaf child's gesture strings share certain elemental properties with early sentences in child language.

We found that for five of the six children in our experiment the probability of producing in a two-sign sentence a sign for an intransitive actor (“boy”) in the proposition “boy goes to mother”) was comparable to the probability of producing a sign for a patient (“boy” in the proposition “mother hits boy”), and distinct from the probability of producing a sign for a transitive actor (“boy” in the proposition “boy hits mother”) (1). This same probability pattern was found in only two mothers, one of whom was the mother of Abe, the only child who did not convincingly show the pattern. Thus, the systems of mother and child differed in the probability of certain semantic roles (intransitive actor, patient, or transitive actor) being signed explicitly in two-sign sentences.

Furthermore, each of the six children's simple two-sign sentences could be characterized by at least one reliable construction order: patient-act, such as "grape eat" (David (N = 38) and Dennis (N = 11), P < 0.01; Mildred (N = 27), P < 0.05; Karen (N = 25), P < 0.10; χ² tests); patient-recipient (recipient, the end point of a change of location), such as “cup table” (Marvin (N = 15), P < 0.01; David (N = 19), P < 0.001; χ² tests); or actor-act, such as “dog jump” (Abe (N = 11), P = 0.002; χ² test). In contrast, three mothers used no consistent construction orders, and the other three (mothers of Mildred, Abe,
and Karen) displayed only a reliable patient-recipient construction order (N = 8, \( P = 0.07 \), binomial for each), an order not used by any of their children. Moreover, five children produced sentences following their own reliable construction orders an average of three sessions before their mothers produced any sign sentences in that order. Thus, the deaf children’s reliable construction orders were not modeled by their hearing mothers’ simple sign sentences.

We also analyzed use of complex sign sentences and found that all six children used complex sign sentences more frequently (9) and four used complex sign sentences earlier than did their mothers (Table 1). Taken together the data suggest that the structure of the deaf child’s sign sentences was not induced from the mother’s gestural model (10, 11).

We next considered the possibility that the structure of the deaf child’s sign sentences was in some way shaped by differential parental responsiveness to those sentences. Following Brown and Hanlon (12), we categorized the responses of the mothers and the experimenter to the sign sentences of four deaf subjects as either sequiturs (relevant and comprehending reactions to the child’s sentence) or nonsequiturs (queries, irrelevant responses, misunderstandings, no responses, or responses of doubtful classification). We considered the child’s sentence order to be preferred if it conformed to that child’s reliable order and nonpreferred if it did not; for example, since Marvin reliably produced sentences with patient-recipient orders, sentences with this order were considered preferred for him, and recipient-patient sentences, nonpreferred. We found that the deaf child’s sentences with preferred orders were no more likely to be followed by sequitur responses than were sentences with nonpreferred orders (49 percent (24 of 49) preferred and 47 percent (8 of 17) nonpreferred; \( P < 0.50 \), Fisher’s exact test with children individually tested). Thus the child’s preference for particular sign orders does not appear to be a function of communication pressure from the adult.

To determine whether communication pressure was shaping the deaf child’s production-probability pattern we looked at sequiturs that followed sentences with preferred production-probability patterns (two-sign sentences with either an explicit patient, an explicit intransitive actor, or an implicit transitive actor) and sentences with nonpreferred patterns (two-sign sentences with either an explicit transitive actor, an implicit patient, or an implicit intransitive actor). We found that sentences with preferred production-probability patterns were no more likely to receive sequitur responses from the mother or experimenter than were sentences with nonpreferred patterns (46 percent (32 of 69) preferred and 50 percent (9 of 18) nonpreferred; \( P > 0.67 \), Fisher’s exact test with children individually tested).

Finally, to determine whether contingent approval might have shaped the structure of the deaf children’s sign sentences, we coded (12) the mother’s and the experimenter’s responses as approvals if they contained smiles or nods or complied with the child’s request or query, and as disapprovals if they contained headshakes or frowns or did not comply with the child’s request or query (sentences not responded to were not counted). We found that sentences following preferred sign orders were more likely to be approved by mother or experimenter than were sentences following nonpreferred orders (63 percent (22 of 34) preferred and 67 percent (8 of 12) nonpreferred; \( P > 0.42 \), Fisher’s exact test with children individually tested). Further, approval of sentences with preferred production-probability patterns was found to be similar to that for sentences with nonpreferred patterns (73 percent (29 of 40) preferred and 83 percent (10 of 12) nonpreferred; \( P > 0.25 \), Fisher’s exact test with children individually tested). In sum, it appears that neither communication pressure nor contingent approval shaped the deaf children’s sign orders or probabilities of sign production.

Our observations indicate that a child in a markedly atypical language learning environment can apparently develop communication with language-like properties without a tutor modeling or shaping the structural aspects of the communication. These results suggest that the child has a strong bias to communicate in language-like ways.

**References and Notes**

1. That is, rather than learn a sign language such as American Sign Language or Signed English, the children were taught to read lips and to produce spoken English through kinesthetic cues. At the time of our study, the children all of whom had severe to profound hearing losses were producing only a few single words and never combined words into sentences.


6. Although the children could in principle have been getting speech input through lip reading, in fact they seemed to understand little of the English spoken to them. Indeed, the structure of the children’s gesture systems did not reflect the structure of English; in particular, the children’s construction orders differed from those found in canonical English sentences, and the children’s production-probability patterns were an analog of the structural case-marking pattern of singular languages and therefore was distinct from the accusative case-marking pattern found in English (S. Goldin-Meadow and C. Mylander, in preparation).

7. Criteria for sign sentences were the same for mother and child: if the hands did not relax between the production of two signs, these two signs were considered part of one sentence.

8. For examples of complex sentences, see S.
Quantitative differences such as these are inconclusive since they suggest only that certain structures are less frequent in mother's gestures than in the child's. However, in order to argue that the child induces consistent structure from the infrequent instances of structure found in his mother's gestures, one must allow that the child is coming to the learning situation with a bias toward making those inductions.

Although the camera might have inhibited the mother's gesture production overall, it is unlikely that the camera affected the way in which the mother structured or failed to structure her gestures. The 'camera-shy' hypothesis is further weakened by the fact that, for five mothers, the rate of single-sign production was higher for mother than for her child (although each mother's rate of production of the more complex sign sentence form was half that of her child).

It is possible that individuals other than parents (such as siblings or the experimenters themselves) influenced the development of the gesture system, but three of the ten deaf children had no siblings, suggesting that interaction with a sibling was not necessary to develop a structured gesture system. Experimenters made every effort not to gesture to the deaf children, and few of the children's gestures were imitations of the experimenters' gestures (2 percent, 1 of 38, overall); the experimenter produced so few gestures on videotape that analysis for structural properties was unnecessary.
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